
 
 

State of Wisconsin                Board of Commissioners of Public Lands 
 

Board 
Meeting 
Minutes 

February 7, 2023 
Present were: 

 
Doug LaFollette, Board Chair    Secretary of State 
John Leiber, Commissioner     State Treasurer 
Tom German, Executive Secretary     Board of Commissioners of Public Lands 

        Richard Sneider, Chief Investment Officer   Board of Commissioners of Public Lands 
        Denise Nechvatal, Senior Accountant   Board of Commissioners of Public Lands 
        Thuy Nguyen, Office Manager    Board of Commissioners of Public Lands 
    
        
ITEM 1. CALL TO ORDER 
 
Commissioner LaFollette called the meeting to order at 2:03 p.m. 
 
 
ITEM 2.  APPROVE MINUTES  
 
MOTION: Board Chair LaFollette moved to approve the minutes; Commissioner Leiber seconded the motion.  
 
DISCUSSION: None. 
 
VOTE: The motion passed 2-0.  
 
 
ITEM 3.  APPROVE LOANS  
 
None 
 
 
ITEM 4.  OLD BUSINESS  
 
None 
 
 
ITEM 5. NEW BUSINESS – CIO Quarterly Investment Report  
   
Mr. Sneider introduced the Portfolio Report which shows the current market value, cost, unrealized gains, yield, 
and projected income of the Common School Fund investments by asset class. For comparison purposes, a portfolio 
report for the fourth quarter of 2020 is also included. Two years ago, we had the same total investment ($721 
million cost basis) in fixed income assets. There has been significant turmoil in the fixed income markets over the 
past two years and market interest rates have climbed dramatically.  
 
There are a number of different bond indices that money managers can use to benchmark the performance of their 
portfolios.  Two of the more prominent indices are the Aggregate Bond Index (the “AGG”) which tracks the 
performance of the U.S. investment grade bond market and the S&P Taxable Municipal Bond Index which, as the 
name implies, measures the performance of the investment grade taxable municipal bond market.  We have chosen 
to gauge our fixed income investments with the S&P Taxable Municipal Bond Index rather than the AG because 



 
 

we have long focused on investing in Wisconsin municipal debt. For the Common School Fund, our fixed income 
portfolio fell from a market value of $741 million in 2020 to $688 million at the end of this year or just under 8% 
over the past two years. Given that the yield on these assets averaged more than 4% for those 2 years, you could 
argue that the Common School Fund broke even while our benchmark lost 16%. But the Common School Fund 
fixed income portfolio does have some advantages over the index: 1.) The State Trust Fund Loan Program has 
never had a default so the default risk in this part of our portfolio is lower.    Because we hold the value of State 
Trust Fund Loans on our books at their principal balance, these assets have not declined in reported value like 
publicly traded bonds, 2.) A strategic shift was authorized by the board to include private debt funds in our fixed 
income asset allocation. These funds hold well-secured floating rate assets which can increase as market rates 
increase. The value of these funds will not fluctuate nearly as much as publicly traded corporate or government 
bonds which tend to be fixed rate. 
 
In 2020, total projected income was just over $30 million in our fixed income portfolio. We are now projecting this 
total at $38.4 million, an increase of 28%. In mid-2022 BCPL began taking advantage of higher interest rates by 
investing excess cash reserves into newly issued US agency bonds. We now have about $95 million in US agency 
bonds that are paying about 4.8%. The biggest improvement came from the $100 million increase in private debt 
investments that provide yields in the range of 9 to 11%. 
 
Commissioner LaFollette asked for clarification on losses. Mr. Sneider explained that we would have lost $100 
million if we had invested in the bonds that make up the S&P Taxable Municipal Bond benchmark index.  
However, we invested our fixed income portfolio differently than the index.  Because we invested in what we did, 
we did not lose that $100 million. The principal value of our fixed income portfolio lost about 8% . Our bonds were 
paying about 4% a year for those 2 years, so we broke about even over that time period.  However, the value of our 
benchmark fell by 16% so comparatively we performed better than the benchmark. It’s important to note that the 
fluctuations in principal balance of our funds did not negatively impact the earnings or distributions to our 
beneficiaries.  For the most part, we're not going to be selling assets at a loss, but it does happen on occasion when 
it makes sense. 
 
Preferred stock is now a separate asset class. At the end of 2020, we had just over $50 million in preferred stock 
ETF's that were included in the domestic equities asset class. Preferred stocks are a hybrid security with elements of 
both bonds and common stocks, and we separated these securities to improve our ability to analyze this asset class. 
Because that higher yield is fixed for most preferred stocks, the value of preferred stocks responds somewhat like 
bonds to changes in market interest rates. The value of our preferred stock holdings has declined significantly over 
the past year. However, these securities continue to provide a nice $5 million income stream to our beneficiaries 
and we believe values will recover. 
 
Common School Fund public equity investments are held in ten ETF's that were chosen for broad exposure and low 
fees, with a strong tilt towards dividends and value. We have discussed the potential to screen these investments for 
factors that could include civilian gun manufacturers with any potential screening yet to be determined through a 
future board action. Staff have researched private index funds and will be interviewing private index managers over 
the next several months to determine if that structure will provide long term benefits for the management of our 
public equity investments. From 2020 to 2022, dividends expected from this asset class has increased by over 80% 
to $14.3 million. 
 
Private real estate is the largest asset class. Over the past two years there has been an increase of $135 million in 
investments in this asset class. The increase in annual income from real estate since 2020 will continue to grow.  
This should bring distributable earnings from this asset class to over $10 million in the near term. The majority of 
our commercial real estate investments are in multifamily and industrial developments. The real estate asset class 
will be an important driver of future growth in Common School Fund assets.  
 
We have a  relatively small allocation to venture capital.  These investments were not anticipated to produce 
distributable income for our beneficiaries but rather would produce long term capital gains which would increase 
the principal of the Common School Fund.  We have ownership positions in some very exciting companies within 



 
 

our portfolio, but it’s likely that most returns will be delayed by a few years. Diversification is especially important 
in venture capital because there will be a few big winners along with many near misses. These commitments will be 
funded over the next several years, just as our current investments begin to pay off. 
 
The total projected annual income is located in the lower right hand corner of the Portfolio Report. At the end of 
December 2020, the projection of income over the next 12 months was slightly more than $41 million. Two years 
later, as of December 31st, 2022, we are looking at a projected distributable income of nearly $63.5 million. This is 
an increase of more than 54% in the last two years. Please remember that is only a projection.  
 
For the better part of the last 15 years, Common School Fund distributions ranged from $30 to $39 million. Statutes 
had restricted BCPL investments. Distributions were severely constrained by historically low interest rates 
following the Great Recession and throughout the teens. Once the prudent investor standard became law for BCPL, 
we needed to diversify our portfolio. We waited until the time was right to make investments into public equity 
markets and other new markets. Private fund commitments were delayed by the need for outside counsel and the 
requirement for third party due diligence reports. After commitments were made, many of these funds took years to 
source appropriate investments and put our money to work. As our investments were beginning to take shape and 
started to produce significant distributions, last year we broke through and distributed a record $40.6 million.  
 
This progress has continued as existing commitments were funded and new commitments were made. The 
projections shown in the portfolio report today revealed that our current year distribution of $52 million is actually 
pretty conservative. We now have nine different asset classes that contribute significant amounts to our distribution 
and we continue to diversify that income stream. 
 
In 2023, we will be making new commitments to the infrastructure asset class, which will provide another income 
stream that is uncorrelated with any of our current investments. Annual distributions are more stable now than at 
any other time in BCPL history. The smoothing fund created for the Common School Fund adds to the stability of 
the distributions. When BCPL passed its initial investment policy, smoothing funds were created to temporarily 
defer distributable income as a type of rainy day fund. The smoothing fund made it possible for BCPL to provide a 
supplementary distribution in 2020 to help with additional expenses during the early stages of the pandemic. Since 
that special distribution in 2020, the smoothing fund has been fully replenished and has continued to grow. At the 
end of fiscal year 2022, the Common School Fund’s smoothing fund totaled nearly $30 million, which was about 
40% more than the minimum required by the investment policy.  
 
Commissioner Leiber asked for more details on the smoothing fund. Executive Secretary German replied that the 
target for the smoothing fund is at least half the next year's distribution. If it grows beyond that, then we start 
looking at supplementing the current distribution. This year's distribution is going to be $52 million and next year's 
is projected to be between $60 to $63 million. If it's $60 million, the smoothing fund target would be half that or 
$30 million. We are simultaneously growing the distribution while making sure that the smoothing fund is also 
growing to provide a firm level of protection and  support. 
 
Board Chair LaFollette asked where the money in the smoothing fund comes from and how is it invested. Executive 
Secretary German explained that the money from the smoothing fund is merely a deferred distribution. The funds 
are earnings that are not yet distributed. We could distribute all of the funds in one year creating a windfall for the 
schools that year but then the next year there would be no protection. It is invested in short term instruments, 
normally treasury bills that mature quickly or other similar instruments. It is not invested in in stocks or long-term 
bonds, only short term instruments. 
 
Mr. Sneider commented that we could raise the next year's distribution if there were excess funds in the smoothing 
fund.  
 
Board Chair LaFollette asked for an explanation in simple terms of how we have been able to produce almost twice 
as much money in recent years, versus what was raised five or six years ago.  
 



 
 

Executive Secretary explained that is like a project that finally got to the completion point. Approval was granted 
for getting outside counsel to help with private investment funds as well as hiring third party assistance on due 
diligence. Some private investment funds don't make any money the first year. It takes a while for that investment 
to start paying off. We were able to get the assistance we needed and investments finally started producing money. 
This is the year that we’re seeing the payoff.  
 
Board Chair LaFollette commented that it seems the difference was switching from school loans to private 
investments. There is no reason we can't continue to do this with the private investments. 
 
Executive Secretary German commented that this is something that people can depend upon in the future and it's 
not just the private investment funds, it's all the investments BCPL has made as well. There are nine different 
classes of assets that are now producing distributable income. As for loans, current loans are at 5.25%. Loan made 
in previous years when interest rates were low are still earning 2.5, 3, 3.5%. Our loan portfolio is averaging 3.7%. 
Mr. Sneider stated that the investments that we have made in private debt are paying between 9 and 11%.  
 
Mr. Sneider discussed the Allocation Report. This report shows the current market values, outstanding 
commitments and investment policy target rate, allocations, and ranges. We are getting very close to our target 
allocations across the board. Total fixed income investments remain slightly above the 50% target allocation. All 
asset classes are within the ranges established within the investment policy. The investment Committee authorized 
moving $100 million from cash to agency bonds in order to increase the average yield of our portfolio and add to 
the distributable income.  
 
Our private debt potential allocation is 11.7% and the target allocation 15%. We have some room to add to that 
allocation. Upcoming changes will include our new allocation, infrastructure, which will be funded over an 
investment period that may take several years. Now that we are nearing our strategic asset allocations, much of the 
work of the Investment Committee will shift to monitoring current investments and discussing potential tactical 
shifts based on market conditions.  
 
Mr. Sneider shared the following three takeaways: 1.) It has taken a long time and we have followed a cautious path 
that maintained beneficiary distributions through difficult markets but we have now created the diversified portfolio 
that was envisioned in the initial BCPL investment policy; 2.) This transition of the portfolio has been successful in 
reaching new plateaus and total distributions starting in 2023 with the distribution of $52 million. Next year's 
distribution is expected to be higher than that level; 3.) This increase in income occurred while also lowering the 
distribution risk to our beneficiaries by diversifying our assets, creating uncorrelated sources of distributable 
income, and growing the smoothing fund to create a substantial backstop, if ever needed. 
 
Our mandate is to provide significant, secure, and stable distributions to our beneficiaries. And our goal is to grow 
the fund and distributions at or above the long-term rate of inflation. We are well positioned to achieve that goal for 
many years into the future. 
 
Board Chair LaFollette asked if the target allocation for BCPL loans is 25%. We are currently at 21%. He asked if 
the Investment Committee has considered lowering the target allocation of loans from 25% to 20%.  
 
Mr. Sneider replied that the Investment Committee discussed that not too long ago. The discussion was about 
whether to reduce the target allocation on trust fund loans and then subsequently increase it on other private debt 
where we would earn a higher return. We decided to leave it where it was for now because we're already at the 
target allocation for private debt. We still have a little bit of room with the loans but if we see opportunities in the 
private debt asset class that we think would be good additions to the fund, we would reconsider the change.  
 
 
ITEM 6. CHIEF INVESTMENT OFFICER’S REPORT  
 
None 



 
 

 
 
 
Thomas P. German, Executive Secretary 

 
ITEM 9. EXECUTIVE SECRETARY’S REPORT  
 
Executive Secretary German shared that he is currently at the Wisconsin Educational Media and Technology 
Association Convention and the folks up here pass along their thanks to BCPL for the record distribution. Present at 
the presentation were kids with thank you notes to BCPL. We have never had children attend with thank you notes. 
Both Mr. Sneider and Commissioner Leiber shared that it was nice to have the kids and receive the thank you cards. 
Commissioner Leiber commented that he will share some notes with Board Chair LaFollette.  
 
 
Executive Secretary German will be speaking at the Wisconsin Towns Association every Friday and Saturday for 
the next two months. He has already spent a couple weekends doing this. There has been a lot of turnover with the 
Towns Association during the pandemic because a lot of clerks for towns are older and frankly, running elections 
during a pandemic was not something a lot of them wanted to do. Speaking at these meetings has given him a 
chance to meet local decision makers who may be interested in using our loan program. It has been a wonderful 
experience so far.  
 
BCPL has hired our new Information Services manager, Chuck Failing. He starts on Monday and we're excited to 
have him. 
 
Lastly, Ashland County has let us know that they would like to purchase five of our parcels within their county. 
These parcels are either right next to or close to the county forest in Ashland County. BCPL staff supports the sale  
of these parcels to the County and will be bringing that transaction to the board for consideration in the near future.  
 
 
ITEM 10. BOARD CHAIR’S REPORT 
 
None 
 
 
ITEM 11. FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS 
 
None 
 
 
ITEM 12. ADJOURN 
 
Board Chair LaFollette moved to adjourn the meeting; Commissioners Leiber seconded the motion.  
The motion passed 2-0; the meeting adjourned at 2:44 p.m. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Link to audio recording: 
https://bcpl.wisconsin.gov/Shared Documents/Board Meeting Docs/2023/2023-02-07 BoardMtgRecording.mp3 
 
 

https://bcpl.wisconsin.gov/Shared%20Documents/Board%20Meeting%20Docs/2023/2023-02-07%20BoardMtgRecording.mp3

